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Workshop Submittal Process

Instructor reviews the workshop proposal guidelines and requirements

Submit your workshop application and proposal

Education Committee Reviews, may send recommendations - 2 weeks


Resubmit with changes if required

Sign and return USk Workshop agreement form


Submit Workshop Description and banner for Blog, Facebook and Instagram


The following outlines the process of getting your workshop 
approved by the USk Education Committee
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Workshop Proposal Guidelines

Strength of the workshop concept and content

Clear learning goals and outcomes


Specific teaching plan and schedule

If it is possible to do within the 3.5 hour time frame


Related visual examples that illustrate concepts


What Does the Education Committee look for in a proposal?
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Typical shortcomings
Learning goals too vague and not focused 
Lack of developed teaching plan or schedule not specific enough
Too simple - not enough to engage a group for 3.5 hours
Too complex - too much to cover in 3.5 hours
Doesn’t address the idea of “Urban Sketching”  
Too much demo time not enough sketch time for participant  
Too much undirected sketch time (no instruction included)  
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2.  Clear learning goals and outcomes
3.  Developed teaching plan

5.  Examples that visually illustrate exercises and content

1.  Clear concise workshop description

Content of a Strong Proposal

4.  Clear schedule for the workshop
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Examples-Clear Concise Description
Can you clearly define your workshop in one sentence?  

specific site in 3.5 hours. At the end of one drawing session we’ll have a complete visual analysis – a 
group sketchbook, made by everyone working together. 

• One of the great things about USK is the group dynamic of online sharing, our regional chapters, and our 
sketchcrawls.  
 
In this workshop we will tap into this magical feeling of sketching together, while simultaneously learning 
about reportage sketching. 
 
I like define reportage sketching as a documentary film made by drawing.  
 
As urban sketchers, we use drawing to spontaneously record an event in our own language of drawing. 
 
But a sketcher cannot draw everything – not in the way a film-maker can instantly capture the entire 
visual field. We must select specific topics. We need to choose the right set of compositions to tell the 
story as we experience it.  
 
By planning our shot selection – preparing for the concentration of focus required for drawing - we are 
editing our documentary.  
 
With a little bit of planning, we can be free to record events through the filter of our own unique interests, 
and our own drawing language. 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn 
from their experience?)  

• How to plan and execute a site-specific reportage. Either alone over multiple visits, or, as we will do it on 
the day, in a team approach – working from a shot list, blanketing the subject, drawing simultaneously, 
and creating an extensive, multi-faced, in-depth documentary in a single drawing session. 

• The three core skills of Reportage: Learn to document as quickly as possible using Gesture Drawing, 
Iterative Drawing and Annotated Drawing. (My three hands-on demos planned for this class). 

• Students will experience hands-on: 
o How to build a shot list and capture an entire location, 
o How to sketch as quickly as possible, 
o How to focus on sketching action, and documenting a process, rather than making scenic views. 

Workshop location 

• We will need to choose locations with the help of the Manchester team.  
• It does not have to be the same location for all three presentations of the workshop – it may not be 

possible to get access to the same site three times. 
• Ideally I would like the location to be some kind of working space – something where we can get in and 

sketch people at work or at play, ideally with specialized equipment.. 
• Ideal possibilities:  

• A dance, music, or theater academy in rehearsal,  
• A martial arts or fencing academy, a climbing gym, a yoga studio – something active. 
• A metalsmithing workshop, a potters, an instrument makers, a taxidermist, a tattooist, 
• A shipyard, a bicycle factory, a furniture makers, a greenhouse – something with tasks and tools. 

• If none of this type of thing is logistically possible – we can take on a fixed location with diverse sketching 
opportunities.  

• A cathedral or civic building, or a small museum, 
• Any single-site  where can we can do a 360 degree total coverage: Front, Back, Side, Interior. 

• Non-USK field sketching workshops 
o 2015, LaChute Quebec Painters weekend workshop 
o 2015, Urban Sketching in Tuscany, with Toscana Americana, Cortona Italy 

Why would you like to teach at the Symposium? 

• I love urban sketching! It’s a passion, and to a small degree my profession now.  
• I believe strongly in the benefits sketching offers to anyone at any skill level. Both for mental health and 

communication skills, and as part of being a citizen of the world. 
• I believe strongly in the free-sharing of art online, and hope to spread the message to students. 
• I believe in the shared value of the art instruction we offer as peer-to-peer exchange, and want to 

participate in offering lessons to the world via our blogs. (As I have done for all my past workshops 
(http://citizensketcher.com/downloads/). 

Bio: 

Montreal based artist Marc Taro Holmes is a plein air painter, educator, illustrator, and sketchbook artist 
working in ink, watercolor, and oils.  

Since 2009, Marc has been a correspondent for the international website of reportage artists 
urbansketchers.org.  

He is the author of the how-to art book The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing on 
Location, from North Light Books, four Urban Sketching DVDs and workbooks from ArtistsNetwork.TV, as 
well as online classes Travel Sketching in Mixed Media and Sketching People in Motion from 
Craftsy.com. 

Marc has worked as an Art Director and Concept Artist for video game and motion picture studios such 
as Microsoft, Electronic Arts, Sega, and Disney. His digital work appears most recently in 2014’s award-
winning Dragon Age: Inquisition. 

Marc’s website citizensketcher.com is an ever growing journal of stories and images from his travels. 
You’ll find advice on drawing, notes on painting experiments, reviews of new materials, and news about 
the wide world of location sketching. 

Area of specialty in sketching: 

• Sketching people in motion with pen and ink. Reportage of various public life, sports, and performance. 
• Sketching scenic views in ink with watercolor wash, emphasis on calligraphic line and gesture drawing, 

and the freedom to sketch impressions without need of accurate perspectives. 
• Sketching in water soluble ink followed by tinting with wash. 
• Sketching directly in watercolor with a brush. Transitioning from drawing to painting. 

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title  

URBAN SKETCHING ON ASSIGNMENT: How to Plan and Execute a Team Based Sketching 
Reportage  

Workshop description  

• In this reportage drawing workshop we will plan and execute a complete sketchbook documentary of a 

specific site in 3.5 hours. At the end of one drawing session we’ll have a complete visual analysis – a 
group sketchbook, made by everyone working together. 

• One of the great things about USK is the group dynamic of online sharing, our regional chapters, and our 
sketchcrawls.  
 
In this workshop we will tap into this magical feeling of sketching together, while simultaneously learning 
about reportage sketching. 
 
I like define reportage sketching as a documentary film made by drawing.  
 
As urban sketchers, we use drawing to spontaneously record an event in our own language of drawing. 
 
But a sketcher cannot draw everything – not in the way a film-maker can instantly capture the entire 
visual field. We must select specific topics. We need to choose the right set of compositions to tell the 
story as we experience it.  
 
By planning our shot selection – preparing for the concentration of focus required for drawing - we are 
editing our documentary.  
 
With a little bit of planning, we can be free to record events through the filter of our own unique interests, 
and our own drawing language. 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn 
from their experience?)  

• How to plan and execute a site-specific reportage. Either alone over multiple visits, or, as we will do it on 
the day, in a team approach – working from a shot list, blanketing the subject, drawing simultaneously, 
and creating an extensive, multi-faced, in-depth documentary in a single drawing session. 

• The three core skills of Reportage: Learn to document as quickly as possible using Gesture Drawing, 
Iterative Drawing and Annotated Drawing. (My three hands-on demos planned for this class). 

• Students will experience hands-on: 
o How to build a shot list and capture an entire location, 
o How to sketch as quickly as possible, 
o How to focus on sketching action, and documenting a process, rather than making scenic views. 

Workshop location 

• We will need to choose locations with the help of the Manchester team.  
• It does not have to be the same location for all three presentations of the workshop – it may not be 

possible to get access to the same site three times. 
• Ideally I would like the location to be some kind of working space – something where we can get in and 

sketch people at work or at play, ideally with specialized equipment.. 
• Ideal possibilities:  

• A dance, music, or theater academy in rehearsal,  
• A martial arts or fencing academy, a climbing gym, a yoga studio – something active. 
• A metalsmithing workshop, a potters, an instrument makers, a taxidermist, a tattooist, 
• A shipyard, a bicycle factory, a furniture makers, a greenhouse – something with tasks and tools. 

• If none of this type of thing is logistically possible – we can take on a fixed location with diverse sketching 
opportunities.  

• A cathedral or civic building, or a small museum, 
• Any single-site  where can we can do a 360 degree total coverage: Front, Back, Side, Interior. 

• I use a portable watercolor set (24 half pan box) for embellishing my drawings after the fact. 
• A full list of my drawing supplies is available here: http://citizensketcher.com/sketching-gear/ 

Sample sketches below: 

Example Reportage: Day with Rock Climbers: Concept: Draw Actions, Gear and Context 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location as I am. My many years as a watercolour painter have given me both a technical knowledge and 
a sensitivity to the medium that I would love to share with others. I have taken many workshops over the 
years with some of the foremost watercolour teachers (Ed Whitney, Frank Webb, Milford Zornes) and I 
think that my painting experience gives me a unique set of skills that students tell me they appreciate.

8.  Bio 
Shari Blaukopf is a Montreal-based graphic designer, teacher, illustrator, daily sketch blogger and 
correspondent for Urban Sketchers. She has a BFA from Concordia University with a specialization in 
graphic design but her true love has always been watercolour painting. In fact, she began taking workshops 
at the age of 12 and has subsequently painted and drawn her way across several European countries 
and parts of North America. Her recent discovery of Urban Sketchers was a transformative experience, 
enabling her to connect with a worldwide community, discovering fresh perspectives on the urban 
experience and reinvigorating her work. She is co-founder of the Urban Sketchers Montreal regional blog 
and has given many watercolour workshops including one with Marc Taro Holmes in Portland, Oregon 
through the USK Workshop Program.

 
9.   Area of speciality in sketching 

My area of specialization is working on location in watercolour, value sketching and using a limited colour 
palette.  

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP

1. Workshop Title:  
 Triad Symphony: Evocative watercolor sketches using three primary colours

2. Workshop description: 
  When I select a scene to sketch, I begin by thinking about interesting colour and value relationships 

rather than how to capture a photographic view of the subject. This thought process applies whether I am 
sketching a quiet landscape, an urban scene or a crowded market. I want my sketch to evoke a sense of 
place, so I deliberately limit my palette to create a mood through harmony and unity.

  Despite its name, a limited palette does not mean limited colours. Far from it! In this workshop students 
will learn to create evocative sketches using a palette of just three primary colours (alizarin crimson, 
ultramarine blue and aureolin yellow).

  Using this triad of pure hues, students may be surprised at how they can create intense secondary colours, 
luminous grays and vibrant darks that add unexpected mood to their sketches. We will work on creating a 
centre of interest in the sketch where the lightest lights, darkest darks and areas of purest colour reside. By 
mixing some of our colour right on the paper, we will also create lively transparent washes — rather than 
mixing up “mud”.   

 Location: If given a choice, I prefer the vernacular to the monumental in architecture.

  Handouts: I will create a new handout for this workshop but I have attached a handout that I used in 
Portland, Oregon as a sample of my course materials.

 

 

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title 

EXTREME ANGLES 
Make creative points of view 

 

"For me, sketch is an art of observation. It is based on finding something interesting in an 

ordinary world ... I have found that there is little to do with the things you see, but everything to 

do with the way you see them." 

Paraphrasing Elliott Erwitt 

 

"The important thing is to see what is invisible to others."  

Robert Frank, (1924) 

 

Workshop description 

It is a reality that every artist has an obligation to cultivate their creative ability. And this is not 

only achieved through mastery of a technique (although it is important) but also developing 

conceptual, narrative and compositional themes. 

The eye on the story we're watching may be the necessary starting point. 

In this workshop we will try an issue of fundamental composition and provides tools and 

capabilities in the starting time of every drawing: the composition from new or extreme points 

of view and even crazy. 

 

Deciding where to view your objects from is important, and although it is necessary to be 

comfortable whilst you draw, it is sometimes a good idea to surprise yourself by taking up an 

unfamiliar point of view. The ergonomic relationship between human beings, tables, and chairs 

is safe, but familiar, and it might be interesting, for example, to chance your view-point , and 

draw them from above, almost as a plan. Alternatively, raise or lower your eye-level, or  select 

a close-up section.  

In this workshop we will work on getting out of our comfort zone and seek new drawing views 

and innovative framings 

 

TOOLS: Guidelines and demonstrations 

• How to Set a point of view. How to find an interesting angle 
• Composition possibilities (Sketchbook rotation. Point of view in a very low or very high 

level. Risky perspective of two vanishing points or more.) 
• Objects in the foreground and extreme scale 

 

CONCEPTS: For group discussion 
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    Exercise 1: After spending the first few minutes of the workshop watching me mix colours, students will 
then have the opportunity to try similar mixes on their own. 

  First we will look at the primaries:

 Then we will mix the secondary colours:   

 Next we will use our triad to mix some luminous warms and cool neutrals:

 And finally we will create some vibrant darks:

  Exercise 2: I will prepare in advance three small thumbnails, which I will paint using three different 
colour schemes (one warm, one cool and one neutral). Following that, students will have an opportunity 
over the next 30 minutes to paint their own three colour schemes. At the end of the exercise, we will meet 
as a group to review everyone’s work and to choose each participant’s most successful thumbnail, to be 
later worked up into a more finished sketch.

  Exercise 3: Students will spend the final hour of the workshop painting a larger sketch based on their 
colour thumbnail. In this last exercise, my short demo will focus on determining the centre of interest in 
the sketch and finalizing the value relationship. While students paint I will circulate and help with colour 
and value. At the end of the workshop we will look at and discuss each participant’s finished sketch.

by Noberto Dorantes

by Shari Blaukoph
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5.  Examples that visually illustrate exercises and content

1.  Clear concise workshop description
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What should they learn?  

What should they remember & how much can they remember?  

Keep Learning Goals to 5 or less  

How to define your learning goals?

Learning goals are specific techniques, concepts, approaches, methods   
your participants should be able to identify, understand or do 
by the end of the workshop.

What skills should they be able to develop and apply?

Clear Learning Goals and Outcomes
What is a Learning Goal?

Number of Learning Goals?

What are Learning Outcomes?
Deliverables - what participants actually learn and produce



3.  Learning goals: 
 At the end of the workshop students should be able to:

 Feel confident mixing fresh vibrant colour using a limited palette
 Understand that value relationships are more important than local colour
 Maintain lively transparent areas that don’t turn to “mud”
 Create darks that are vibrant
 Evoke mood through colour 

 
4.  Supply list:

 Tube watercolours (ultramarine blue, alizarin crimson, aureolin yellow) 
 Note: I hope to find a sponsor for the paints
 Portable watercolour palette
 Watercolour sketchbook (Moleskine or other)
 Small plastic water bottle
 Medium size watercolour brush, round (size 8)
 Pencil, pen for drawing

5. Please submit three to five sketches that are representative of your workshop.
 
 The following sketches have all been painted with a limited palette.
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• Non-USK field sketching workshops 
o 2015, LaChute Quebec Painters weekend workshop 
o 2015, Urban Sketching in Tuscany, with Toscana Americana, Cortona Italy 

Why would you like to teach at the Symposium? 

• I love urban sketching! It’s a passion, and to a small degree my profession now.  
• I believe strongly in the benefits sketching offers to anyone at any skill level. Both for mental health and 

communication skills, and as part of being a citizen of the world. 
• I believe strongly in the free-sharing of art online, and hope to spread the message to students. 
• I believe in the shared value of the art instruction we offer as peer-to-peer exchange, and want to 

participate in offering lessons to the world via our blogs. (As I have done for all my past workshops 
(http://citizensketcher.com/downloads/). 

Bio: 

Montreal based artist Marc Taro Holmes is a plein air painter, educator, illustrator, and sketchbook artist 
working in ink, watercolor, and oils.  

Since 2009, Marc has been a correspondent for the international website of reportage artists 
urbansketchers.org.  

He is the author of the how-to art book The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing on 
Location, from North Light Books, four Urban Sketching DVDs and workbooks from ArtistsNetwork.TV, as 
well as online classes Travel Sketching in Mixed Media and Sketching People in Motion from 
Craftsy.com. 

Marc has worked as an Art Director and Concept Artist for video game and motion picture studios such 
as Microsoft, Electronic Arts, Sega, and Disney. His digital work appears most recently in 2014’s award-
winning Dragon Age: Inquisition. 

Marc’s website citizensketcher.com is an ever growing journal of stories and images from his travels. 
You’ll find advice on drawing, notes on painting experiments, reviews of new materials, and news about 
the wide world of location sketching. 

Area of specialty in sketching: 

• Sketching people in motion with pen and ink. Reportage of various public life, sports, and performance. 
• Sketching scenic views in ink with watercolor wash, emphasis on calligraphic line and gesture drawing, 

and the freedom to sketch impressions without need of accurate perspectives. 
• Sketching in water soluble ink followed by tinting with wash. 
• Sketching directly in watercolor with a brush. Transitioning from drawing to painting. 

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title  

URBAN SKETCHING ON ASSIGNMENT: How to Plan and Execute a Team Based Sketching 
Reportage  

Workshop description  

• In this reportage drawing workshop we will plan and execute a complete sketchbook documentary of a 

Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 

• The Exercises: 
• We’ll open with a 60 minute crash course in speed sketching. Hands-on practice in the key skills 

of the reportage artist. We can do this outside the chosen location on the street, or in a side spot 
at the symposium main venue before we go on location. 

▪ Gesture Drawing: Sketching in continuous pen motion with a single, or limited number of lines. 
Establishing poses, structures and spaces in slender line, restating in bold line. Also - eyeball-
estimating perspective. 

▪ Iterative Drawing: Sketching the same object or view three times fast to improve a capture. 
Don’t make thumbnails, but treat each drawing as an experimental sketch. 

▪ Annotated Drawing: Taking color and value notes, and texture swatches, recording data for 
later rendering. Painting from memory assisted by notes in the immediate aftermath of sketching. 

• The Group Reportage:  
• Students will choose sketching assignments by pulling from a pre-planned deck of ‘drawing 

subject’ cards.  
• I will make these cards in advance, they’ll be customized to the location we’ll be drawing – In this 

way I’ll be a kind of ‘art director’ of the documentary.  
• Students may execute their assignments in any media they prefer.  
• The distribution of drawing subject cards will ensure as-total-as-possible coverage of the site. 

People will not be drawing the same things. The work will be divided among the group. 
• We’ll do two 30 minute rounds of documentary sketching - fulfilling our assignments. 
• And one 45 minute free drawing round where students may choose from the assignment list, or 

draw their own sketches (To defray any feeling of lack of control of the project). 
• Between each round we’ll do a mini-crit.  
• Student will get a hand out at the end of class about how to plan subject cards in case they wish  

to take this project back to their own sketching groups.  
 

• The Closing Critique: 
• We’ll close with 15-20 minutes to lay out all the drawings and discuss what we achieved. 
• In the end result, we will have followed a plan for a group reportage, and have drawn a complete 

documentary of the site in a single session.  

Supply list (Are there any supplies that you feel are important for participants to bring with them for the  
workshop?)  

• This kind of thing is best executed with the drawing supplies you’re most comfortable with. 
• You’ll be drawing quickly, and should know your own gear. 
• I will give suggestions however: 

• One fine line pen or mechanical pencil for gesture drawing. (Lamy F/EF, Platinum Carbon Pen). 
• Bolder pens, possibly color ink, for building overtop of gestures. (Lamy 1.5mm Calligraphy Nib). 
• I suggest a pad of paper - or a ring bound book – so you can flip pages fast enough to keep 

working. Perfect bound books can be a bit fussy when drawing at high speed. (Canson Montval, 
Canson Mix Media, Strathmore Bristol). 

• I like 140lb paper – you can go lower, but try to stay above 80lb if you intend to paint with water. 
• Loose paper is also great for this kind of speed sketching. I bring stacks of precut sheets of 

140lb Fabriano Artistico watercolor paper in a rigid folder which I use as a drawing board and 
portfolio. 

• You can flip through pages faster, draw on the front and back, and shuffle the order of your final 
drawings into the best presentation. 
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Example: Iterative Drawing – three times fast to improve 
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specific site in 3.5 hours. At the end of one drawing session we’ll have a complete visual analysis – a 
group sketchbook, made by everyone working together. 

• One of the great things about USK is the group dynamic of online sharing, our regional chapters, and our 
sketchcrawls.  
 
In this workshop we will tap into this magical feeling of sketching together, while simultaneously learning 
about reportage sketching. 
 
I like define reportage sketching as a documentary film made by drawing.  
 
As urban sketchers, we use drawing to spontaneously record an event in our own language of drawing. 
 
But a sketcher cannot draw everything – not in the way a film-maker can instantly capture the entire 
visual field. We must select specific topics. We need to choose the right set of compositions to tell the 
story as we experience it.  
 
By planning our shot selection – preparing for the concentration of focus required for drawing - we are 
editing our documentary.  
 
With a little bit of planning, we can be free to record events through the filter of our own unique interests, 
and our own drawing language. 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn 
from their experience?)  

• How to plan and execute a site-specific reportage. Either alone over multiple visits, or, as we will do it on 
the day, in a team approach – working from a shot list, blanketing the subject, drawing simultaneously, 
and creating an extensive, multi-faced, in-depth documentary in a single drawing session. 

• The three core skills of Reportage: Learn to document as quickly as possible using Gesture Drawing, 
Iterative Drawing and Annotated Drawing. (My three hands-on demos planned for this class). 

• Students will experience hands-on: 
o How to build a shot list and capture an entire location, 
o How to sketch as quickly as possible, 
o How to focus on sketching action, and documenting a process, rather than making scenic views. 

Workshop location 

• We will need to choose locations with the help of the Manchester team.  
• It does not have to be the same location for all three presentations of the workshop – it may not be 

possible to get access to the same site three times. 
• Ideally I would like the location to be some kind of working space – something where we can get in and 

sketch people at work or at play, ideally with specialized equipment.. 
• Ideal possibilities:  

• A dance, music, or theater academy in rehearsal,  
• A martial arts or fencing academy, a climbing gym, a yoga studio – something active. 
• A metalsmithing workshop, a potters, an instrument makers, a taxidermist, a tattooist, 
• A shipyard, a bicycle factory, a furniture makers, a greenhouse – something with tasks and tools. 

• If none of this type of thing is logistically possible – we can take on a fixed location with diverse sketching 
opportunities.  

• A cathedral or civic building, or a small museum, 
• Any single-site  where can we can do a 360 degree total coverage: Front, Back, Side, Interior. 

Marc Holmes

Learning outcome
Learning goal

Examples-Learning Goals and Outcomes



 
Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 

The workshop is divided into three topic sections. Each section has an introduction to the topic, a 

demonstration of the technique(s) that explain the topic followed by sketching exercises. Participants 

will sketch with guidance and suggestions that reinforce the topics. 

 

At the end of each section participants will discuss and review each other’s work. 

The section description and duration follow: 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants 
to learn from their experience?)  
 
The goal of the workshop is to introduce participants of all skill levels to techniques that capture urban 

green spaces (gardens, parks and ecological systems).  

 

Sketchers will learn: 

 

1. To read plans and maps as tools for urban sketching 
2. Tree, shrub, groundcover and landform drawing techniques  
3. To express “urban green”  as an integral part of their urban sketch 
4. To compose a set of sketches that capture the site’s unique urban green qualities.  

 
Workshop location 

Workshop Title 
 
Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Green Space” 
(For a detailed work plan, see attached document that follows the Symposium Proposal) 
 
Workshop description  
 

Manchester, like many European cities, has a long history of change and adaptation. Much of the city’s 

character is expressed through its built environment-preserved and new-through layers of materials 

and spaces along its streets, waterways and building facades. Green space, a city’s “urban nature”, is 

often overlooked as an integral part of its expression. Sketching urban nature in Manchester will help 

sketchers better understand, visualize and express urban green space both in this and other cities.  

 

2016 USk International Symposium 

Manchester Green: 
“Sketching Urban Nature”
Workshop Proposal Work Plan

Richard Alomar, RLA
Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey

Richard Alomar
Examples-Learning Goals
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1.  Clear concise workshop description
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Learning Goals /
Outcomes  Skills developed 

Exercises / content

How do you want the participants to interact with the content?  

What skills help achieve the learning outcomes?  

What content or exercises will be required to develop or use those skills?  

What are the learning goals and outcomes?  

How to develop your Teaching Plan

Work backward



3.  Learning goals: 
 At the end of the workshop students should be able to:

 Feel confident mixing fresh vibrant colour using a limited palette
 Understand that value relationships are more important than local colour
 Maintain lively transparent areas that don’t turn to “mud”
 Create darks that are vibrant
 Evoke mood through colour 

 
4.  Supply list:

 Tube watercolours (ultramarine blue, alizarin crimson, aureolin yellow) 
 Note: I hope to find a sponsor for the paints
 Portable watercolour palette
 Watercolour sketchbook (Moleskine or other)
 Small plastic water bottle
 Medium size watercolour brush, round (size 8)
 Pencil, pen for drawing

5. Please submit three to five sketches that are representative of your workshop.
 
 The following sketches have all been painted with a limited palette.
 

    Exercise 1: After spending the first few minutes of the workshop watching me mix colours, students will 
then have the opportunity to try similar mixes on their own. 

  First we will look at the primaries:

 Then we will mix the secondary colours:   

 Next we will use our triad to mix some luminous warms and cool neutrals:

 And finally we will create some vibrant darks:

  Exercise 2: I will prepare in advance three small thumbnails, which I will paint using three different 
colour schemes (one warm, one cool and one neutral). Following that, students will have an opportunity 
over the next 30 minutes to paint their own three colour schemes. At the end of the exercise, we will meet 
as a group to review everyone’s work and to choose each participant’s most successful thumbnail, to be 
later worked up into a more finished sketch.

  Exercise 3: Students will spend the final hour of the workshop painting a larger sketch based on their 
colour thumbnail. In this last exercise, my short demo will focus on determining the centre of interest in 
the sketch and finalizing the value relationship. While students paint I will circulate and help with colour 
and value. At the end of the workshop we will look at and discuss each participant’s finished sketch.

    Exercise 1: After spending the first few minutes of the workshop watching me mix colours, students will 
then have the opportunity to try similar mixes on their own. 

  First we will look at the primaries:

 Then we will mix the secondary colours:   

 Next we will use our triad to mix some luminous warms and cool neutrals:

 And finally we will create some vibrant darks:

  Exercise 2: I will prepare in advance three small thumbnails, which I will paint using three different 
colour schemes (one warm, one cool and one neutral). Following that, students will have an opportunity 
over the next 30 minutes to paint their own three colour schemes. At the end of the exercise, we will meet 
as a group to review everyone’s work and to choose each participant’s most successful thumbnail, to be 
later worked up into a more finished sketch.

  Exercise 3: Students will spend the final hour of the workshop painting a larger sketch based on their 
colour thumbnail. In this last exercise, my short demo will focus on determining the centre of interest in 
the sketch and finalizing the value relationship. While students paint I will circulate and help with colour 
and value. At the end of the workshop we will look at and discuss each participant’s finished sketch.

demo

demo
Shari Blaukoph 

3.  Learning goals: 
 At the end of the workshop students should be able to:

 Feel confident mixing fresh vibrant colour using a limited palette
 Understand that value relationships are more important than local colour
 Maintain lively transparent areas that don’t turn to “mud”
 Create darks that are vibrant
 Evoke mood through colour 

 
4.  Supply list:

 Tube watercolours (ultramarine blue, alizarin crimson, aureolin yellow) 
 Note: I hope to find a sponsor for the paints
 Portable watercolour palette
 Watercolour sketchbook (Moleskine or other)
 Small plastic water bottle
 Medium size watercolour brush, round (size 8)
 Pencil, pen for drawing

5. Please submit three to five sketches that are representative of your workshop.
 
 The following sketches have all been painted with a limited palette.
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• Non-USK field sketching workshops 
o 2015, LaChute Quebec Painters weekend workshop 
o 2015, Urban Sketching in Tuscany, with Toscana Americana, Cortona Italy 

Why would you like to teach at the Symposium? 

• I love urban sketching! It’s a passion, and to a small degree my profession now.  
• I believe strongly in the benefits sketching offers to anyone at any skill level. Both for mental health and 

communication skills, and as part of being a citizen of the world. 
• I believe strongly in the free-sharing of art online, and hope to spread the message to students. 
• I believe in the shared value of the art instruction we offer as peer-to-peer exchange, and want to 

participate in offering lessons to the world via our blogs. (As I have done for all my past workshops 
(http://citizensketcher.com/downloads/). 

Bio: 

Montreal based artist Marc Taro Holmes is a plein air painter, educator, illustrator, and sketchbook artist 
working in ink, watercolor, and oils.  

Since 2009, Marc has been a correspondent for the international website of reportage artists 
urbansketchers.org.  

He is the author of the how-to art book The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing on 
Location, from North Light Books, four Urban Sketching DVDs and workbooks from ArtistsNetwork.TV, as 
well as online classes Travel Sketching in Mixed Media and Sketching People in Motion from 
Craftsy.com. 

Marc has worked as an Art Director and Concept Artist for video game and motion picture studios such 
as Microsoft, Electronic Arts, Sega, and Disney. His digital work appears most recently in 2014’s award-
winning Dragon Age: Inquisition. 

Marc’s website citizensketcher.com is an ever growing journal of stories and images from his travels. 
You’ll find advice on drawing, notes on painting experiments, reviews of new materials, and news about 
the wide world of location sketching. 

Area of specialty in sketching: 

• Sketching people in motion with pen and ink. Reportage of various public life, sports, and performance. 
• Sketching scenic views in ink with watercolor wash, emphasis on calligraphic line and gesture drawing, 

and the freedom to sketch impressions without need of accurate perspectives. 
• Sketching in water soluble ink followed by tinting with wash. 
• Sketching directly in watercolor with a brush. Transitioning from drawing to painting. 

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title  

URBAN SKETCHING ON ASSIGNMENT: How to Plan and Execute a Team Based Sketching 
Reportage  

Workshop description  

• In this reportage drawing workshop we will plan and execute a complete sketchbook documentary of a 

Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 

• The Exercises: 
• We’ll open with a 60 minute crash course in speed sketching. Hands-on practice in the key skills 

of the reportage artist. We can do this outside the chosen location on the street, or in a side spot 
at the symposium main venue before we go on location. 

▪ Gesture Drawing: Sketching in continuous pen motion with a single, or limited number of lines. 
Establishing poses, structures and spaces in slender line, restating in bold line. Also - eyeball-
estimating perspective. 

▪ Iterative Drawing: Sketching the same object or view three times fast to improve a capture. 
Don’t make thumbnails, but treat each drawing as an experimental sketch. 

▪ Annotated Drawing: Taking color and value notes, and texture swatches, recording data for 
later rendering. Painting from memory assisted by notes in the immediate aftermath of sketching. 

• The Group Reportage:  
• Students will choose sketching assignments by pulling from a pre-planned deck of ‘drawing 

subject’ cards.  
• I will make these cards in advance, they’ll be customized to the location we’ll be drawing – In this 

way I’ll be a kind of ‘art director’ of the documentary.  
• Students may execute their assignments in any media they prefer.  
• The distribution of drawing subject cards will ensure as-total-as-possible coverage of the site. 

People will not be drawing the same things. The work will be divided among the group. 
• We’ll do two 30 minute rounds of documentary sketching - fulfilling our assignments. 
• And one 45 minute free drawing round where students may choose from the assignment list, or 

draw their own sketches (To defray any feeling of lack of control of the project). 
• Between each round we’ll do a mini-crit.  
• Student will get a hand out at the end of class about how to plan subject cards in case they wish  

to take this project back to their own sketching groups.  
 

• The Closing Critique: 
• We’ll close with 15-20 minutes to lay out all the drawings and discuss what we achieved. 
• In the end result, we will have followed a plan for a group reportage, and have drawn a complete 

documentary of the site in a single session.  

Supply list (Are there any supplies that you feel are important for participants to bring with them for the  
workshop?)  

• This kind of thing is best executed with the drawing supplies you’re most comfortable with. 
• You’ll be drawing quickly, and should know your own gear. 
• I will give suggestions however: 

• One fine line pen or mechanical pencil for gesture drawing. (Lamy F/EF, Platinum Carbon Pen). 
• Bolder pens, possibly color ink, for building overtop of gestures. (Lamy 1.5mm Calligraphy Nib). 
• I suggest a pad of paper - or a ring bound book – so you can flip pages fast enough to keep 

working. Perfect bound books can be a bit fussy when drawing at high speed. (Canson Montval, 
Canson Mix Media, Strathmore Bristol). 

• I like 140lb paper – you can go lower, but try to stay above 80lb if you intend to paint with water. 
• Loose paper is also great for this kind of speed sketching. I bring stacks of precut sheets of 

140lb Fabriano Artistico watercolor paper in a rigid folder which I use as a drawing board and 
portfolio. 

• You can flip through pages faster, draw on the front and back, and shuffle the order of your final 
drawings into the best presentation. 
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specific site in 3.5 hours. At the end of one drawing session we’ll have a complete visual analysis – a 
group sketchbook, made by everyone working together. 

• One of the great things about USK is the group dynamic of online sharing, our regional chapters, and our 
sketchcrawls.  
 
In this workshop we will tap into this magical feeling of sketching together, while simultaneously learning 
about reportage sketching. 
 
I like define reportage sketching as a documentary film made by drawing.  
 
As urban sketchers, we use drawing to spontaneously record an event in our own language of drawing. 
 
But a sketcher cannot draw everything – not in the way a film-maker can instantly capture the entire 
visual field. We must select specific topics. We need to choose the right set of compositions to tell the 
story as we experience it.  
 
By planning our shot selection – preparing for the concentration of focus required for drawing - we are 
editing our documentary.  
 
With a little bit of planning, we can be free to record events through the filter of our own unique interests, 
and our own drawing language. 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn 
from their experience?)  

• How to plan and execute a site-specific reportage. Either alone over multiple visits, or, as we will do it on 
the day, in a team approach – working from a shot list, blanketing the subject, drawing simultaneously, 
and creating an extensive, multi-faced, in-depth documentary in a single drawing session. 

• The three core skills of Reportage: Learn to document as quickly as possible using Gesture Drawing, 
Iterative Drawing and Annotated Drawing. (My three hands-on demos planned for this class). 

• Students will experience hands-on: 
o How to build a shot list and capture an entire location, 
o How to sketch as quickly as possible, 
o How to focus on sketching action, and documenting a process, rather than making scenic views. 

Workshop location 

• We will need to choose locations with the help of the Manchester team.  
• It does not have to be the same location for all three presentations of the workshop – it may not be 

possible to get access to the same site three times. 
• Ideally I would like the location to be some kind of working space – something where we can get in and 

sketch people at work or at play, ideally with specialized equipment.. 
• Ideal possibilities:  

• A dance, music, or theater academy in rehearsal,  
• A martial arts or fencing academy, a climbing gym, a yoga studio – something active. 
• A metalsmithing workshop, a potters, an instrument makers, a taxidermist, a tattooist, 
• A shipyard, a bicycle factory, a furniture makers, a greenhouse – something with tasks and tools. 

• If none of this type of thing is logistically possible – we can take on a fixed location with diverse sketching 
opportunities.  

• A cathedral or civic building, or a small museum, 
• Any single-site  where can we can do a 360 degree total coverage: Front, Back, Side, Interior. 

Marc Holmes
Examples-Developed Teaching Plan
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Example Reportage: Glass Blowing Demonstration: Concept: Illustrate a Process 

Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 

• The Exercises: 
• We’ll open with a 60 minute crash course in speed sketching. Hands-on practice in the key skills 

of the reportage artist. We can do this outside the chosen location on the street, or in a side spot 
at the symposium main venue before we go on location. 

▪ Gesture Drawing: Sketching in continuous pen motion with a single, or limited number of lines. 
Establishing poses, structures and spaces in slender line, restating in bold line. Also - eyeball-
estimating perspective. 

▪ Iterative Drawing: Sketching the same object or view three times fast to improve a capture. 
Don’t make thumbnails, but treat each drawing as an experimental sketch. 

▪ Annotated Drawing: Taking color and value notes, and texture swatches, recording data for 
later rendering. Painting from memory assisted by notes in the immediate aftermath of sketching. 

• The Group Reportage:  
• Students will choose sketching assignments by pulling from a pre-planned deck of ‘drawing 

subject’ cards.  
• I will make these cards in advance, they’ll be customized to the location we’ll be drawing – In this 

way I’ll be a kind of ‘art director’ of the documentary.  
• Students may execute their assignments in any media they prefer.  
• The distribution of drawing subject cards will ensure as-total-as-possible coverage of the site. 

People will not be drawing the same things. The work will be divided among the group. 
• We’ll do two 30 minute rounds of documentary sketching - fulfilling our assignments. 
• And one 45 minute free drawing round where students may choose from the assignment list, or 

draw their own sketches (To defray any feeling of lack of control of the project). 
• Between each round we’ll do a mini-crit.  
• Student will get a hand out at the end of class about how to plan subject cards in case they wish  

to take this project back to their own sketching groups.  
 

• The Closing Critique: 
• We’ll close with 15-20 minutes to lay out all the drawings and discuss what we achieved. 
• In the end result, we will have followed a plan for a group reportage, and have drawn a complete 

documentary of the site in a single session.  

Supply list (Are there any supplies that you feel are important for participants to bring with them for the  
workshop?)  

• This kind of thing is best executed with the drawing supplies you’re most comfortable with. 
• You’ll be drawing quickly, and should know your own gear. 
• I will give suggestions however: 

• One fine line pen or mechanical pencil for gesture drawing. (Lamy F/EF, Platinum Carbon Pen). 
• Bolder pens, possibly color ink, for building overtop of gestures. (Lamy 1.5mm Calligraphy Nib). 
• I suggest a pad of paper - or a ring bound book – so you can flip pages fast enough to keep 

working. Perfect bound books can be a bit fussy when drawing at high speed. (Canson Montval, 
Canson Mix Media, Strathmore Bristol). 

• I like 140lb paper – you can go lower, but try to stay above 80lb if you intend to paint with water. 
• Loose paper is also great for this kind of speed sketching. I bring stacks of precut sheets of 

140lb Fabriano Artistico watercolor paper in a rigid folder which I use as a drawing board and 
portfolio. 

• You can flip through pages faster, draw on the front and back, and shuffle the order of your final 
drawings into the best presentation. 

Marc Holmes
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Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 

The workshop is divided into three topic sections. Each section has an introduction to the topic, a 

demonstration of the technique(s) that explain the topic followed by sketching exercises. Participants 

will sketch with guidance and suggestions that reinforce the topics. 

 

At the end of each section participants will discuss and review each other’s work. 

The section description and duration follow: 

Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants 
to learn from their experience?)  
 
The goal of the workshop is to introduce participants of all skill levels to techniques that capture urban 

green spaces (gardens, parks and ecological systems).  

 

Sketchers will learn: 

 

1. To read plans and maps as tools for urban sketching 
2. Tree, shrub, groundcover and landform drawing techniques  
3. To express “urban green”  as an integral part of their urban sketch 
4. To compose a set of sketches that capture the site’s unique urban green qualities.  

 
Workshop location 

Workshop Title 
 
Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Green Space” 
(For a detailed work plan, see attached document that follows the Symposium Proposal) 
 
Workshop description  
 

Manchester, like many European cities, has a long history of change and adaptation. Much of the city’s 

character is expressed through its built environment-preserved and new-through layers of materials 

and spaces along its streets, waterways and building facades. Green space, a city’s “urban nature”, is 

often overlooked as an integral part of its expression. Sketching urban nature in Manchester will help 

sketchers better understand, visualize and express urban green space both in this and other cities.  

 

2016 USk International Symposium 

Manchester Green: 
“Sketching Urban Nature”
Workshop Proposal Work Plan

Richard Alomar, RLA
Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey

Richard Alomar
Examples-Developed Teaching Plan



2016 USk International Symposium Workshop Proposal: Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Nature” 2

TOPIC

Introduction

Demonstration

Exercise

DurationReading the City 60 Minutes

A review of how to read 
a park plan like an urban 
designer. Introduction of the 
terms: 

Focal Point
Path 
Transition 
Node

Discuss the implications to 
sketching urban green.

Review the plan for the 
selected park area

Identify  and sketch loca-
tions that represent a focal 
point, path, transition or 
node.

Annotate the drawing to add 
your refl ections about what 
you’ve learned.

Group review and discus-
sion.

Gardens and parks can be seen as man-made spaces composed of elements that respond to the 
human need to be close to nature and are part of a city’s ecological system. 

Placeholder-To be revised upon fi nal site selection

Placeholder-To be revised upon fi nal site selection

Richard Alomar
Examples-Developed Teaching Plan



2016 USk International Symposium Workshop Proposal: Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Nature” 3

TOPIC

Introduction

Demonstration

Exercise

DurationThe Elements of Urban Green 60 Minutes

An introduction to the elements 
that defi ne a urban green:

Trees
Shrubs
Ground cover 
Landforms

A demonstration on how to 
represent these elements 
alone and as a group.

Draw the site’s typical 
elements.

Draw elements in association 
with each other.

Annotate your drawing to see 
how physical elements defi ne 
spaces.

Group review and discussion.

Green spaces can be described as a set of basic elements. There are ways of sketching these ele-
ments to capture specifi c structure, form and other characteristics specifi c to the space.

2016 USk International Symposium Workshop Proposal: Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Nature” 4

TOPIC

Introduction

Demonstration

Exercise

DurationComposing “Urban Picturesque” 90 Minutes

Introduce and discuss the term 
“Urban Picturesque”.

Collectively discuss what 
makes this urban green space 
signifi cant.

Draw a series of thumbnails 
that combine the spatial and 
physical understanding of the 
urban green space, using vari-
ous media.

Draw a fi nal sketch that 
captures the space’s Urban 
Picturesque quality.

Group review and discussion.

Urban picturesque will mean the framing and arrangement of the green elements discussed in prior 
exercises. We will work through thumbnails, value studies and simple washes to select the “picture” 
that best captures your experience of the space. 

Richard Alomar
Examples-Developed Teaching Plan
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ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title 
 
Bending the floor 
 
Workshop description  
 
Space has been one of the main topics in history of representation in arts. Human being has always tried to 
represent reality. Along the art history we can find multiple ways of this “space oddities”. What I want to try is make 
attendees aware that probably most of them are as effective as the common and accepted conic perspective. These 
are paths already opened but I have not revisited, and I want to go through them again, recovering memories that 
we have buried deep in our mind. As I have written before space is a huge worry but most of the twentieth art 
movements answered already with plenty of solutions. We are going to experiment with the idea of how our sight 
works. Keeping this idea of space recreation in mind we will start to experiment it. 
 
Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn from 
their experience?)  
 
I want to share with them my own experience about representing space. One of my majors worries has been how to 
fit everything was in front of me in my sketchbook. This question came to me when I was drawing a huge room and I 
want to draw in the same sketch a wonderful wall and the ceiling. Then the only one solution was deformation, not 
forgetting perspective, but exploring new ways of representing space. 
 
Workshop location 
 
I would like to run my workshop or in the Manchester Museum or Barton Arcade. 
 
Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 
 

10 min     

10 min  Introduction to space as representation and 
convention. 

I will introduce conventions as 
perspective and many others 
conventions which will help us to 
represent space. 

25 min  Proposing exercise and explanation.   

50 min  Exercice bending the floor following the 90º 
convention. 

Attendees will work using a convention 
of representing space. We need an 
open space like a square. I will be going 
to each one’s work commenting 
individually and giving tips and sharing 
our thoughts about each one’s work. 

10 min  Regroup and discuss.  Collecting everybody’s work and all the 
comments worries, problems, solutions 
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and experience. 

25 min  Proposing exercise and explanation.   

50 min  Exercice, 1st part, bending the space following the 
45º convention. 

Here we will change subject and we will 
work bending now the space following 
the 45º degrees convention with a 
horizontal sense. 

50 min  Regroup and discuss.   

25 min  Proposing exercise and explanation.   

50 min  Exercice, 2nd part, bending the space following the 
45º convention. 

Here we will change subject and we will 
work bending now the space following 
the 45º degrees convention with a 
vertical sense. 

10 min  Regroup and discuss and concluding thoughts about 
space and its representation. 

 

 

Supply list (Are their any supplies that you feel are important for participants to bring with them for the 
workshop?)  
 
Any kind of pencil, felt tip pen, fountain pen,... in other words, anydrawing tool is welcome, as any sketchbook format 
or paper, and last, but not least, any colouring tool is welcome.  
 
Insert sample sketches below: 

 

ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title 
 
Bending the floor 
 
Workshop description  
 
Space has been one of the main topics in history of representation in arts. Human being has always tried to 
represent reality. Along the art history we can find multiple ways of this “space oddities”. What I want to try is make 
attendees aware that probably most of them are as effective as the common and accepted conic perspective. These 
are paths already opened but I have not revisited, and I want to go through them again, recovering memories that 
we have buried deep in our mind. As I have written before space is a huge worry but most of the twentieth art 
movements answered already with plenty of solutions. We are going to experiment with the idea of how our sight 
works. Keeping this idea of space recreation in mind we will start to experiment it. 
 
Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn from 
their experience?)  
 
I want to share with them my own experience about representing space. One of my majors worries has been how to 
fit everything was in front of me in my sketchbook. This question came to me when I was drawing a huge room and I 
want to draw in the same sketch a wonderful wall and the ceiling. Then the only one solution was deformation, not 
forgetting perspective, but exploring new ways of representing space. 
 
Workshop location 
 
I would like to run my workshop or in the Manchester Museum or Barton Arcade. 
 
Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 
 

10 min     

10 min  Introduction to space as representation and 
convention. 

I will introduce conventions as 
perspective and many others 
conventions which will help us to 
represent space. 

25 min  Proposing exercise and explanation.   

50 min  Exercice bending the floor following the 90º 
convention. 

Attendees will work using a convention 
of representing space. We need an 
open space like a square. I will be going 
to each one’s work commenting 
individually and giving tips and sharing 
our thoughts about each one’s work. 

10 min  Regroup and discuss.  Collecting everybody’s work and all the 
comments worries, problems, solutions 

 
Casa Batlló, Barcelona. 
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2.  Clear learning goals and outcomes
3.  Developed teaching plan

5.  Examples that visually illustrate exercises and content

1.  Clear concise workshop description

Content of a Strong Proposal

4.  Clear schedule for the workshop

Urban Sketchers Workshops



 
Why would you like to teach at the Symposium? 
 
I would like to share my own sketching journey and how I experimented with different ways of drawing to 
tell a visual story. I hope to show how sketchers how to capture a complex and intimidating scene with 
simple method and techniques of reduction and simplification. 
 
Bio: 
 
Paul loved creating art since he was a child and now he is actively sharing this passion as an art and 
design educator both locally and abroad. His formal training in interior architecture and subsequently in 
stage and lighting design definitely helped to fuel his colourful and dramatic sketches you see today. 
Sketching is his unique way of encapsulating the urban landscape and turning them into visual stories. 
 
Area of specialty in sketching: 
 
Pencil & Ink drawing, Basic sketching techniques, Exploring colour, Watercolour techniques, 
Collaborative drawing, Story-telling, Experimentation & Sketching games, and Experiential drawing. 
 
ABOUT YOUR WORKSHOP  

Workshop Title: SHAPE SHIFTERS – Overcome complicated scenes with Dynamic shapes. 
 
Workshop description:  
We often get very excited when we encounter a complex and busy scene. There is so much to see and draw. We 
just want to quickly capture all that excitement we see. This is where our struggle can arise.  
 
Just right before the pencil or pen is about to hit the paper, we feel overwhelmed by the complicated scene that is 
in front of us and can even suddenly feel very lost. I know even experienced sketchers can feel this way. We 
often ask ourselves where do I even begin the sketch and how to deal with this complexity?  
 
Hence, I find it most helpful to always have a few important tools to overcome these moments of uncertainty and 
reduce panic. It is vital to establish a clear and directed approach to our sketching to stay on track. Keeping the 
sketching experience fresh and playful and as important.  
 
This workshop is to help us establish ways to simplify our thinking and drawing process. I will include several 
simple ways I use to attack and deal with complex complicated scenes. I will teach the add, subtract, divide 
and multiple method to achieve simple dynamic shape driven composition on-location.   
 
Learning goals (What are a few of the most important skills and concepts you'd like your participants to learn 
from their experience?)  

x SIMPLIFICATION – Learn how to simplify a complex and complicated scene.  
- Simplify using Frame, Group & Focus approach 
- Simplify using dynamic shapes 
- Simplify using smaller value/tonal range (Maximum 3 values) 
- Simplify using limited palette (Maximum 4 colours) 
  

x ADDITION – Group the scene into big groups of shapes (Frame, Focal Point, 3/5/7 groupings) 
x DIVISION – Divide large group shapes into smaller working parts (Explore shape qualities & 

relationships) 
x SUBTRACTION – Find voids, openings like windows and doorways. (Darkest Dark, Highlights) 
x MULTIPLICATION – Repeat groups of shapes to establish patterns and rhythm.  

  
Workshop location 
 
Small groups of overlapping buildings with interesting intersections of planes & walls. 
Eg. CastleField Urban Heritage Park or Peveril of the Peak Chepstow House Rochdale Canal 
 

 
CastleField Urban Heritage Park, 

Manchester  
 
 
Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 
1A) ADDITION - Create a simple Shape Sketch. (Discuss Shape qualities, Shape manipulation 
techniques) (30mins) 

 
 Shape Sketch 

Shape relationships (Overlap, interlock, adjacent) 

 
Primary & Secondary shapes 

Shape Transformation & Manipulation 
 

Shape Qualities 
 
 

 
Workshop location 
 
Small groups of overlapping buildings with interesting intersections of planes & walls. 
Eg. CastleField Urban Heritage Park or Peveril of the Peak Chepstow House Rochdale Canal 
 

 
CastleField Urban Heritage Park, 

Manchester  
 
 
Workshop Schedule (How will the workshop be organized over the 3.5 hours?) 
 
1A) ADDITION - Create a simple Shape Sketch. (Discuss Shape qualities, Shape manipulation 
techniques) (30mins) 

 
 Shape Sketch 

Shape relationships (Overlap, interlock, adjacent) 

 
Primary & Secondary shapes 

Shape Transformation & Manipulation 
 

Shape Qualities 
 
 
 
1B) DIVISION - GROUP, FRAME & FOCUS (30mins) 

 
 

1. GROUP  
– Organise the scene into 3, 5 or 7 large groups 
 
2. FRAME 
- Frame the view and reduce superfluous shapes  
 
3. FOCUS 
- Identify the focus and ‘weight’ of the sketch. 
- Lead the eye into the sketch. Decide the viewer’s 
path.  

 
2) SUBTRACTION – Find voids, openings like windows and doorways. (Darkest Dark, Highlights) 
(45mins) 

 
1. Identify openings and voids like windows and 

doors. (Darkest dark) 
 

2. Then identify shadow shapes and sun-lit 
shapes (Contrast/Highlight)  

 
1. Subtract by painting in the openings & voids with the 

darkest mix.  
2. Then paint in mid-range tonal mix for all shadow 

shapes. 
 
3) MULTIPLICATION - Repeat groups of shapes to establish patterns and rhythm. (45mins) 

 
Simplify using limited palette of warm and cool colours.  

 
1) Pyrrol Orange (Warm) 
 
2) French Ultramarine Blue 
(Warm) 
 
3) Indigo (Cool) 
 
4) Cerulean Blue Chromium 
(Cool) 
 
5) Various shadow mixes 
(fore, mid & back ground mix) 

Paul Wang
Examples that Illustrate Exercises



4) ADD, DIVIDE, SUBTRACT & DIVIDE – Revisit shape qualities & relationships. Playfully draw & 
paint from the center of focus. Expand from inside out. (60mins) 
 

   
 

 
Shape qualities & Transformation 

 
 

+ - / x 

 
 

 
 
Supply list (Are their any supplies that you feel are important for participants to bring with them for the 
 workshop?)  

x Watercolour paint (Pyrrol orange, French ultramarine, Indigo, Cerulean Blue Chromium) 
x Pencils  
x Watercolour paper, brushes, mixing palette. 

 
Insert sample sketches below: 
 

 
1B) DIVISION - GROUP, FRAME & FOCUS (30mins) 

 
 

1. GROUP  
– Organise the scene into 3, 5 or 7 large groups 
 
2. FRAME 
- Frame the view and reduce superfluous shapes  
 
3. FOCUS 
- Identify the focus and ‘weight’ of the sketch. 
- Lead the eye into the sketch. Decide the viewer’s 
path.  

 
2) SUBTRACTION – Find voids, openings like windows and doorways. (Darkest Dark, Highlights) 
(45mins) 

 
1. Identify openings and voids like windows and 

doors. (Darkest dark) 
 

2. Then identify shadow shapes and sun-lit 
shapes (Contrast/Highlight)  

 
1. Subtract by painting in the openings & voids with the 

darkest mix.  
2. Then paint in mid-range tonal mix for all shadow 

shapes. 
 
3) MULTIPLICATION - Repeat groups of shapes to establish patterns and rhythm. (45mins) 

 
Simplify using limited palette of warm and cool colours.  

 
1) Pyrrol Orange (Warm) 
 
2) French Ultramarine Blue 
(Warm) 
 
3) Indigo (Cool) 
 
4) Cerulean Blue Chromium 
(Cool) 
 
5) Various shadow mixes 
(fore, mid & back ground mix) 

 
1B) DIVISION - GROUP, FRAME & FOCUS (30mins) 

 
 

1. GROUP  
– Organise the scene into 3, 5 or 7 large groups 
 
2. FRAME 
- Frame the view and reduce superfluous shapes  
 
3. FOCUS 
- Identify the focus and ‘weight’ of the sketch. 
- Lead the eye into the sketch. Decide the viewer’s 
path.  

 
2) SUBTRACTION – Find voids, openings like windows and doorways. (Darkest Dark, Highlights) 
(45mins) 

 
1. Identify openings and voids like windows and 

doors. (Darkest dark) 
 

2. Then identify shadow shapes and sun-lit 
shapes (Contrast/Highlight)  

 
1. Subtract by painting in the openings & voids with the 

darkest mix.  
2. Then paint in mid-range tonal mix for all shadow 

shapes. 
 
3) MULTIPLICATION - Repeat groups of shapes to establish patterns and rhythm. (45mins) 

 
Simplify using limited palette of warm and cool colours.  

 
1) Pyrrol Orange (Warm) 
 
2) French Ultramarine Blue 
(Warm) 
 
3) Indigo (Cool) 
 
4) Cerulean Blue Chromium 
(Cool) 
 
5) Various shadow mixes 
(fore, mid & back ground mix) 

Paul Wang
Examples that Illustrate Exercises



Things to consider when developing 
your Schedule and Teaching Plan

How much time should you allot to each exercise? 

Introduce short exercises that build up skills before introducing a longer 
complex exercise. 

 Allow time for feed back and questions. 

Moving to sites and transitions.  (How much time will that take?)

Demos?  How many? How long?

Lectures and explanations?  How long?



Final Things to Remember
    Exercise 1: After spending the first few minutes of the workshop watching me mix colours, students will 

then have the opportunity to try similar mixes on their own. 
  First we will look at the primaries:

 Then we will mix the secondary colours:   

 Next we will use our triad to mix some luminous warms and cool neutrals:

 And finally we will create some vibrant darks:

  Exercise 2: I will prepare in advance three small thumbnails, which I will paint using three different 
colour schemes (one warm, one cool and one neutral). Following that, students will have an opportunity 
over the next 30 minutes to paint their own three colour schemes. At the end of the exercise, we will meet 
as a group to review everyone’s work and to choose each participant’s most successful thumbnail, to be 
later worked up into a more finished sketch.

  Exercise 3: Students will spend the final hour of the workshop painting a larger sketch based on their 
colour thumbnail. In this last exercise, my short demo will focus on determining the centre of interest in 
the sketch and finalizing the value relationship. While students paint I will circulate and help with colour 
and value. At the end of the workshop we will look at and discuss each participant’s finished sketch.

2016 USk International Symposium Workshop Proposal: Manchester Green: “Sketching Urban Nature” 3

TOPIC

Introduction

Demonstration

Exercise

DurationThe Elements of Urban Green 60 Minutes

An introduction to the elements 
that defi ne a urban green:

Trees
Shrubs
Ground cover 
Landforms

A demonstration on how to 
represent these elements 
alone and as a group.

Draw the site’s typical 
elements.

Draw elements in association 
with each other.

Annotate your drawing to see 
how physical elements defi ne 
spaces.

Group review and discussion.

Green spaces can be described as a set of basic elements. There are ways of sketching these ele-
ments to capture specifi c structure, form and other characteristics specifi c to the space.
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TOPIC

Introduction

Demonstration

Exercise

DurationThe Elements of Urban Green 60 Minutes

An introduction to the elements 
that defi ne a urban green:

Trees
Shrubs
Ground cover 
Landforms

A demonstration on how to 
represent these elements 
alone and as a group.

Draw the site’s typical 
elements.

Draw elements in association 
with each other.

Annotate your drawing to see 
how physical elements defi ne 
spaces.

Group review and discussion.

Green spaces can be described as a set of basic elements. There are ways of sketching these ele-
ments to capture specifi c structure, form and other characteristics specifi c to the space.

 

 

• I use a portable watercolor set (24 half pan box) for embellishing my drawings after the fact. 
• A full list of my drawing supplies is available here: http://citizensketcher.com/sketching-gear/ 

Sample sketches below: 

Example Reportage: Day with Rock Climbers: Concept: Draw Actions, Gear and Context 

!  

!  

 
1B) DIVISION - GROUP, FRAME & FOCUS (30mins) 

 
 

1. GROUP  
– Organise the scene into 3, 5 or 7 large groups 
 
2. FRAME 
- Frame the view and reduce superfluous shapes  
 
3. FOCUS 
- Identify the focus and ‘weight’ of the sketch. 
- Lead the eye into the sketch. Decide the viewer’s 
path.  

 
2) SUBTRACTION – Find voids, openings like windows and doorways. (Darkest Dark, Highlights) 
(45mins) 

 
1. Identify openings and voids like windows and 

doors. (Darkest dark) 
 

2. Then identify shadow shapes and sun-lit 
shapes (Contrast/Highlight)  

 
1. Subtract by painting in the openings & voids with the 

darkest mix.  
2. Then paint in mid-range tonal mix for all shadow 

shapes. 
 
3) MULTIPLICATION - Repeat groups of shapes to establish patterns and rhythm. (45mins) 

 
Simplify using limited palette of warm and cool colours.  

 
1) Pyrrol Orange (Warm) 
 
2) French Ultramarine Blue 
(Warm) 
 
3) Indigo (Cool) 
 
4) Cerulean Blue Chromium 
(Cool) 
 
5) Various shadow mixes 
(fore, mid & back ground mix) 

 
Casa Batlló, Barcelona. 
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3.  Developed teaching plan

5.  Examples that visually illustrate exercises and content

1.  Clear concise workshop description

4.  Clear schedule for the workshop



Additional information when submitting 
a proposal for the Symposium.

Urban Sketchers Workshops



Workshop Selection Process
How many proposals do we get per year?

We have received 50-80 in past years

26 were selected as workshops

This year we received 72

Urban Sketchers Workshops



Call for Proposals in November / December

Education Committee Reviews for educational content
Symposium Team Selects from Education Committee 
recommendations

Instructor Notifications

Who reviews?

Workshop Selection Overall Process

Urban Sketchers Workshops



How does the Symposium Team make the final selection?                              

First, they look at the unanimous recommendations from the Education Committee.

- Look for a balance of diversity in workshop themes
- Establish the number of workshops needed for a maximum capacity symposium
- Look to select at least 20% new instructors
- Set aside standby workshops to be included depending on number of registrations

Workshop Selection Process

And then they consider the following: 

Urban Sketchers Workshops


